Strategizing Market Entry for AI/HR rocketship

What are we looking for?

- Curious souls ready to explore the startup hustle, no HR expertise required
- A willingness to learn, good communication vibes, and a sprinkle of strategy interest
- Both German and English speakers are welcome, no IT wizardry needed

What we offer

- Daily banter with our student founders, ex-leaders of TUM AI and START Munich
- A real shot at shaping our go-to-market strategy; your ideas aren’t just a drop in the ocean here
- Opportunities to stick around post-project as a working student, intern and hey, your Master’s thesis could find a home here too!

Project tasks and goals

- Uncover who’s who in the market with a competitor analysis
- Help craft a cool, effective strategy to get our product into the right hands
- Have a say in shaping our product roadmap based on what the market is whispering

Interested?

- Ready to jump into a strategy playground with Team Dynamics AI?
- Bring your squad (2-5 members) for a 3 to 6-month project ride
- Slide your CV & proposed start date to toni.koster@teambynamicsai.com

About us

At Team Dynamics AI, we’re all about using smart AI to simplify HR tasks. We are a young startup, founded by three pals with a knack for tech and a vision to shake things up in the HR world. We’re building not just a cool product, but a fun place to explore, learn and make a real impact.

TONI - Business Lead and Ex-President Start Munich
IAN - AI Lead and Ex-President TUM.ai
KILIAN - Tech Lead and Ex Startup CTO